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In 1957, Wylie introduced the notion of a Z-group (that is, an abelian group 
equipped with some infinite sums) in order to obtain a satisfactory duality theory 
for various infinite chain groups. In the present paper some results concerning the 
application of the “tight” version of this duality to Banach and Hilbert spaces are 
obtained and some questions are posed. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the second in a series exploring the idea, originally due to Wylie 
[ 111, to use axiomatic infinite sums as the basis of a duality theory for 
abelian groups which would be non-tinitary, yet also non-topological. The 
notions required were described in [8] but, in order to make the present 
paper self-contained, they are recalled in the preliminaries below along with 
a brief account of C-spaces, including how these arise from locally convex 
topological vector spaces. The main topic, C-theoretic duality for Banach 
and Hilbert spaces, is discussed in the third and fourth sections (arbitrary 
normed vector spaces could be considered but this would give only a 
negligible gain in generality). Many questions are left unanswered and a 
few of these are listed at the end of the paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Z-Groups 
A E-group (A, C) is an abelian group A together with a z-group struc- 
ture, namely a function C: S -+ A, where S is a class of series ( = families) of 
elements of A, satisfying axioms (22) to (L’4) below. First we mention 
some terminology and notation. A series (xi: ie I) in S is said to be sum- 
mable and C(xi: iEZ) is its sum. As is customary, we write CiE,xi, or just 
xi xi, for both the series (xi: i E I) and, if it is in S, for its sum. A subseries 
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of a series Cie, xi is a series of the form Cic, xi, where JE Z. Here are the 
axioms: 
(zll) Each finite series XI=, xi is summable and its sum = 
x1+ ... +x,. 
(22) If a series Cis,xi can be partitioned into finitely many sum- 
mable subseries CiG ,, xi, j = 1, . . . . n, then the whole series is summable and 
its sum=C;=, (CiGI,xi). 
(C3) If a summable series zi., xi is partitioned into arbitrarily many 
finite subseries xi E I, xi, j in J, then the series CjcJ (xi,,, xi) is summable 
and its sum=Ci,,xi. 
(C4) The summability of a series is unaffected by the inser- 
tion/deletion of arbitrarily many zero terms. 
This definition of z-group is equivalent to that given by Wylie in [ 111 
but is more general than that used in [7]; I am indebted to Fleischer for 
suggesting the present version to me. 
Let (A, 2) be a X-group. Then a series xi E, xi in A is subsummable if it 
is a subseries of a summable series in A, equivalently if the series 
xi E, xi + Cj E ,( --xi) is summable in A (necessarily to 0). If every subsum- 
mable series is summable then (A, C) is said to be complete. If B is a sub- 
group of A, let XI B denote the restriction of C to those series in B which 
are summable in A and whose sum lies in B; then (B, XI J is a ,Sgroup. If 
C and C’ are two ,&group structures on the same abelian group A such 
that every C-summable series is C’-summable and has the same sum then 
we write C GE’. 
A &group morphism T: (A, C) + (B, C) is a function T: A + B such that 
xi T(xJ = T(x) in B whenever xi xi = x in A; thus T is necessarily a group 
morphism. T is an embedding if it induces an isomorphism (A, C) 2 
(T(A), C ) TCAj). The set H= Hom( (A, C), (B, C)) of all morphisms from 
(A, C) to (B, C) is an abelian group under pointwise addition and it can 
be given a C-group structure in two natural ways. Let Ti, i in Z, and T be 
in ZZ. Then we say that xi Ti = Tin the tight sense if Ci j Ti(xj) = T(x) in B 
whenever xi xi = x in A, and we say that xi Ti= T ‘in the lax sense if 
xi Ti(x) = T(x) in B for all x in A. Note that if xi T, is summable in H in 
either the tight or lax sense then its sum is the pointwise sum. It is straight- 
forward to verify that both senses define ,&group structures on H. We 
denote the resulting C-groups by [(A, C), (B, C)], and [(A, C), (B, C)], 
referring to them as the tight and lax (B, C)-duals of (A, C), respectively. If 
the natural morphism (A, C) + [[(A, C), (B, C)lt, (B, C)], is an 
isomorphism then (A, C) is tightly (B, C) -re fl exiue, and similarly for the 
lax version. Here we will consider tight duality exclusively and all relevant 
concepts are to be understood in the tight sense. 
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Z-Spaces 
A basic example of a (complete) Z-group is (03, C), where R is the 
additive group of reals and xi xi = x iff xi xi is absolutely summable to x. 
In what follows, (W, C) is always to be understood in this sense. Also, all 
vector spaces considered are real vector spaces. 
A Z-space (X, C) is a vector space X together with a C-group structure 
C on its additive group such that: 
(x5) If xi ai = a in R and Cj xj = x in X then Ci, j aixj = ax in X. 
(This is the definition of a tight Z-space. For the corresponding lax notion 
one merely requires that if xi ai = a in R and xi xi = x in X then 
Ciaix=Cjaxj= ax in X.) In particular, (W, C) is itself a (tight) Z-space. 
If (X, C) is a L-space, we call 2 a C-space structure on X. 
C-space morphisms are defined to be Z-preserving linear maps. 
However, for real C-spaces at least, one has: 
(2.1) Let (X, C) and (Y, C) be C-spaces and let T: (X, C) + (Y, C) be a 
C-group morphism. Then T is linear. 
Proof. Certainly T is Q-linear. For a in R and x in X, write a as a sum 
Cj ai of rationals. Then 
T(aix)=CaiT(x)=aT(x). 
i 
If K C) and (K ‘2) are C-spaces then pointwise scalar multiplication 
makes [(X, C), ( Y, C)] into a vector space. The following proposition is 
easily verified. 
(2.2) Let (X, x) and (Y, C) be Z-spaces. Then [(X, C), (Y, x)] is a 
Z-space. 
We consider only (R, x)-duality and (IL!, x)-reflexivity here. If (X, C) is 
any Z-space we call [(X, C), (58, C)] the dual of (X, C) and denote it by 
(X, C)*. Also, (X, C) is refexiue if it is (R, x)-reflexive. 
(2.3) Let (X, C) be a Z-space. Then (X, C)* is complete, a series xi fi 
being summable in (X, C)* iff xi, j h( j) x is summable for every summable 
series C j xj in (X, 2). 
Proof The first statement is a consequence of the second. The forward 
implication in the latter is clear so suppose that Ci,jfi(xj) is summable 
whenever C j xj is summable. Then in particular xi f;(X) is summable for 
each x in X, to f(x) say. To see that f is in (X, C)* and that Cifi =f in 
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-(X,C)*, let CjXj= x in (X, C). Then xi, jfi(xj) is summable and so 
Cjf(xj)=CjCifi(xj)=Ci,jfi(xj)=Ci Cjh(xj)=CiLfi(x)=f(x)* 
The following remarks on Z-spaces might be of interest even though they 
are not strictly relevant to the remainder of the paper. 
(2.4) A finite-dimensional real vector space carries a unique Z-space 
structure. 
ProofI Let X be finite-dimensional with basis (e,: Jo J). Let xi, i in 1, 
and x be in X and write xi= xjaUei, x = Cj bjej. Then the standard 
C-space structure on X, which we denote by C, is obtained by putting 
xi xi = x iff xi aij= bj for each j. Let C’ be any other E-space structure on 
X Then clearly C < C’. The converse inequality will follow if we can show 
that Ci xi is C-summable whenever it is C’-subsummable. 
So suppose that xi xi is C’-subsummable but not C-summable. Then by 
grouping terms (as in (Z3)) in a suitable infinite subseries of Cixi we 
may suppose without loss of generality that xi (l/llx,ll ,) < co, where 
IlCj Cjejll m = maxj Icjl. But then xi, j (l/llxill ,) xi, and hence also 
ci (lAXill m) xi, are C’-subsummable. Thus we may suppose that 
llxill co = 1 for all i, so that Ia,/ < 1 for all i, j. For each j in J let cj be an 
accumulation point of (a,: i E I), where we may suppose that at least one of 
the cj’s equals f 1. By passing to a suitable infinite subseries of xi xi again 
we may suppose also that xi (au- cj) is summable for each j. Then 
Ci (a,, - c,) e, is C’-summable for each j and by subtracting these sums 
from Ci xi = xi xi aYe, we infer that xi Cj cje, is C’-subsummable. Now it 
is an elementary fact (Brunker [2,4.1.13]) that, in any C-group, if an 
infinite series of equal terms a is subsummable then a = 0. Thus C, cje, = 0, 
contrary to one of the cj’s being equal to + 1. 
(2.5) An arbitrary real vector space carries a smallest Z-space structure 
min 
c * 
Proof: For any vector space X, put Cy’* xi = x iff Ci xi = x in some 
finite-dimensional subspace of X (this is unambiguous by (2.4)). Then 
clearly x mi” is a Z-space structure on X and Cmi” <<c’ for every Z-space 
structure x’ on X. 
(2.6) Let X be any real vector space. Then (X, Cm’“) is reflexive. 
Proof: Let B be a basis of X. Then (X, Cm”) z LIB (R, C) 
(LI = coproduct in the category of Z-groups, or C-spaces; see [2,4.2.3], or 
[S]). Also, by [S, (4.4)(a)], IIa (W, C) is reflexive (with (II, (R, x))* z 
l-L 0% Cl by C8, W)l). 
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Locally Convex Topological Vector Spaces 
Let X be a locally convex topological vector space (= lctvs, assumed 
throughout to be Hausdorff). A, denotes the set of all continuous 
seminorms on X and X* the space of all continuous linear functionals on 
X. As with any Hausdorff topological abelian group, X becomes a C-group 
(X, C”““) under unconditional summability. There are some other C-group 
structures we wish to consider. A series xi xi in X is absolutely summable to 
x if it is unconditionally summable to x and Ci n(xi) < co for all Iz in n x. 
This is easily seen to give a &group, (X, Cabs). Also, xi xi is weakly sum- 
mable to x if it is unconditionally (=absolutely) summable to x with 
respect to the weak topology on X, equivalently, if Cif(xi) =f(x) for every 
f in X*; this gives (X, C weak). Finally, unconditional summability with 
respect to the weak* topology on X* gives (X*, Ewea’*), in which Cifi =S 
iff Cifi(x) =f(x) for all x in X. We clearly have Cabs 6 C”“” < Cweak and, 
on x*, Cweak <Cweak*. That these C-groups are actually C-spaces can 
readily be verified directly but it is also a corollary of (2.8) below. 
The facts in the next proposition are well-known (for (c), see, e.g., 
Pietsch [9, 1.23 and Diestel [3, Chap. V, Theorem 61). J cc Z means that 
.Z is a finite subset of I. 
(2.7) Let X be a Zctvs and let Cie,xi be a series in X. 
(a) Cixi is absolutely subsummable iff xi A(xi) < co for all A in A,. 
(b) xi xi is unconditionally subsummable iff lim, _ 0 1(x,, J Xi) = 0 for 
all 1 in A, (where J -+ 0 in 2’, J cc I). 
(c) The following are equivalent: 
(i) xi xi is weakly subsummable, 
(ii) Cif (x,) is summable for all f in X* (that is, xi xi is weakly 
unconditionally Cauchy), 
(iii) {A(~is,xi): JccZ) is boundedfor all A in A,, 
(iv) Ciaixi is unconditionally subsummable for all (a,) in co(Z). 
We remark that a series Cifi in X* is weak* subsummable iff Ci fi(X) is 
summable for all x in X (see also (3.10)). 
The following result extends a theorem in Schwartz [ 10, XIV, 6; 11. 
(2.8) Let X, Y, and Z be lctvs’s and let B: Xx Y + Z be bilinear and 
continuous. Zf Cixi is absolutely summable to x in X and xi yj is absolutelyl 
unconditionally/weakly summable to y in Y then Ci,j B(xi, yi) is absolutely/ 
unconditionally/weakly summable respectively to B(x, y) in Z. 
Proof. We consider first the case when the second series is uncon- 
ditionally summable. So let Cis, xi be absolutely summable to x and let 
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zjEJyj be unconditionally summable to y. Let v be in A, and let E > 0. Let 
1 in A, and p in A y satisfy v(B(x, y)) 6 A(x) p(y) for all x in X and y in Y. 
Let A4 = sup { p(cj, J’ v,) : J’ cx .Z}. Choose I, cc Z so that Ci c ,,, 3L(xi) < E 
and J,cc .Z so that p(cjEJyj) < E for all .Z’cc.Z disjoint from Jo. Let 
K cc Ix J contain I, x J,,. Then 
B(x9 Y) - C B(xi~ Yj) 
(i,j)EK 
- , ,,z K B(xi, Yjh
1. 
where R = K\(Z, x J,). Now it follows from the choice of Z, and Jo that 
n(x-CisIo xi) < E and p( y - zjE Ja yj) < E. Hence 
Y(B(x,~-~~y,)+B(x-~~x;,~~~j))~~(X).&+&.M 
For each i in Z, put .Z;= {~GJ: (i,j)E K’}. Then 
v 
( 
c B(xi, pi) = c 
(Lj)eK 
) v( i B(xi,~,Y;))6$‘(xi)~(~,y1). 
Considering i E Z,, i $ I, separately in this last sum, we see that 
(,,EK B(xi,~j))~~l(xi)‘E+I-M 
4 I 
Thus we have 
V B(x,J’)- 
( 
C B(xi,yj) < A(X)+CA(Xi) .E+~E.M, 
(i&e K > ( I > 
and the proof for the case when cj yj is unconditionally summable is com- 
plete 
The case when zj yj is absolutely summable follows immediately in view 
of the inequality 
z V(B(xi, Yj)) d F n(xi) *C Pc(J’j), 
.i 
where A, p, v are as above. 
Suppose finally that xi yi is weakly summable to y. Let I, p, v, and M be 
as above and let K cc Z x J. For each i in Z, put Ji = {i E .Z: (i, j) E K}. Then 
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v 1 Wxi9 Yj) = v C 
(iA e K > (i B(x”L, “)I) 
6x n(xi)P C Yj GE n(xi)‘M9 
I ( )i jcJi 
and so Ci,j B(xi, yj) is weakly subsummable. For each h in Z*, therefore, 
2Ii.j h(B(xi, Yj)) is summable, and we may write 
Zh(B(x,,y,))=Z(~h(8(x,,Yj)))=~h(B(Xi,Y))=h(B(x, Y)) 
id 1 i 1 
as required (the middle equality here comes from applying the functional 
y c, h(B(Xi, y)) in Y* to the weak sum Cj yj = y, and similarly for the last 
equality). 
As an immediate corollary of this result we have: 
(2.9) Let X be a Zctvs. Then (X, Cabs), (X, C”““), (X, Cweak), and (X*, 
Cweak*) are C-spaces. 
3. BANACH SPACES 
The facts in the first proposition here are well known. 
(3.1) Let X be a Bunach space. 
(a) (X, Cabs) and (X, C”““) are complete C-spaces. Cabs = C”“’ iff X 
is finite-dimensional. 
(b) The following are equivalent: 
(i) (X, Cweak) is a complete Z-space, 
(ii) Iweak = CU”C, 
(iii) c0 & X 
Remarks. The second part of (a) is the Dvoretsky-Rogers theorem. In 
(b), the Orlicz-Pettis theorem shows that if (X, C) is any complete C-space 
with C < Cweak then in fact C<C”““; thus (i) and (ii) are equivalent. The 
equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a result of Bessaga and Pelczynski [ 1, 
Theorem 51. (The fact that a non-separable Banach space may contain 
uncountable weak sums in general is easily dealt with.) 
(3.2) Let X be a Banach space and let (X, C) be a E-space with 
Cabs < c < yak. Then (X, C)* = (X*, C’), where Cabs <C’ < Cweak*. 
Proof: It is clear that, as a vector space, (X, C)* equals X*. That 
C’ 3 Cabs is a consequence of (2.8), and that C’ G Cweak* is obvious. 
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(3.3) Let X be a Bunach space. Then (X, Cweak)* = (X, Cunc)*. 
Proof By (3.2) and (2.3) it is enough to show, for each series Cifi in 
X*, that if (*) xi,j ( fi(xj)l < cc for every unconditionally summable series 
xi xi in A’ then Cij 1 f,(x,)l < co for every weakly summable series Ej xj 
in X. Suppose that (*) holds and let xjEJ xj be weakly summable. Let 
(uj) be in c,(J). Then ~,ujxj is unconditionally summable and so 
Cij 1 fi(ujxj)] < cc, that is, c, ) ail Ci I f;.(xj)l < co. Since this is true for 
every (uj) in co(J), (xi IA.(xi)l) is in /i(J) as required. 
The precise determination of C’ in (X, C”“‘)* = (X*, C’) appears to be 
quite difficult and the only information I have on C’ for Banach spaces in 
general is given in (3.5). The proof uses some simple inequalities involving 
Hadamard matrices (these inequalities are well known, ones such as those 
in (3.4)(a) having been used frequently in the calculation of Banach-Mazur 
distances). 
(3.4) Let H be an n x n Hudumurd matrix. 
(a) nllxll,dlIHxll,~nllxlI,forullxin[W”. 
(b) 1’~ in IF!” is the sum of any set of rows of H then II y 11, < n312. 
Proof: Clearly II Hx II a, < max,;= f I I Cl= i sixi I = 11 x II i. Now the trans- 
pose H’ of H is again a Hadamard matrix and H’H = nl,. Hence 
n (( x ((co = II H’Hx I( m d (( Hx (1, by the inequality just noted. To obtain the 
second inequality in (a), let h,, . . . . h, be the columns of H, so that 
Hx=C~=,x,h,. Then IIHx(I,<~“~ IIHxjl,=n IIxl12 since the his are 
orthogonal and each II hi 11 Z= n’12 Part (b) is obtained (for H’) by taking x . 
to consist of O’s and 1’s. 
(3.5) Let X be a Bunuch space. Then (X, Cunc)* = (A’*, C’), where 
c abs < x:’ < y’. Moreover if Cie Nfi is C’-summuble and such that 
Il.f+1II~IIfiIlf U or a i in N = { 1, 2, 3, . ..} then I/ fill = O(i-“2). 
Proof: We prove the second part first. Let CiE wI fi be C’-summable and 
for each i choose xi in X so that I( xi )I = 1 and ( h(xi)l > + 11 fi I(. Let nk, k in 
fV, be positive integers such that for each k there exists an nk x nk 
Hadamard matrix, H, say. Let ck, k in N, be positive and such that 
Ck c&” < cc. Define yi in X, i in N, by transforming the x;s using the 
matrix 
c,H, O’S 
l&l = 
t 1 
c2ff2 . 
O’S . . 
Thus if we write N, for (i: x:=: n, < i < Cf= r n,> then yi = cjo Nk h,x, for i 
in N,. The inequality in (3.4)(b), the fact that the x,)s are of norm 1, and 
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the condition on (ck) together imply that Ciyi is unconditionally sum- 
mable. Therefore, writing z~,~ for the vector (fi(xj):j~ Nk) in lW, i in Nk, 
we have 
1Ccknk C IIfilI~Ccnnk 1 I.fXxi)l 
k i E Nk k i E Nk 
<xcknk c IIzk,iIIm 
k iENk 
Gcck 1 lIHkZk,rlI1 by W)(a) 
=i iEN;.fitYjJl 
k i,j E Nk 
GE I fi(Yj)l < O”* 
Li 
Since this holds for all (ck) such that zkckn:‘*< co, we obtain 
Cie ,,,k II fi II = O(ni’*). The bound 11 fi )I = O(i-‘I*) follows on taking nk = 2k 
and arranging the )I fill’s in descending order. 
As far as the first part of the result is concerned, we already have 
C’> Cabs from (3.2). That C’<C”“” follows from what we have just 
proved: if Cifi is I’-summable but not unconditionally summable then by 
grouping terms in a suitable subseries we obtain an infinite series which is 
necessarily still C’-summable and whose terms are bounded away from 0, 
in contradiction to the O(i-I’*) property. 
By (0) in the proof of (3.9) below, the index - f in (3.5) is best possible 
for arbitrary Banach spaces. 
As usual we identify a Banach space X with its canonical image in X**. 
(3.6) Let X be a Banach space. Then (X, Cunc)**= (X**, C”), where 
c 
abs <y <yak*. Moreover C” 1 x = C wcak. 
Proof. (3.5) and (3.2) give the first conclusion here. Since trivially the 
restriction of Cweak* on X* * to X equals Cweak, we have C” Ix < Cweak. The 
reverse inequality follows from (3.3) in view of the symmetry of the con- 
dition & 1 f,(xj)l < co used to detine L-duals. 
The fact that C” 1 x = Iweak implies that the natural morphism 
(X, C”““) + (X, Cunc)** is a C-space embedding iff c,, @ X. 
(3.7) Let X be a Bunuch space. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is reflexive, 
(ii) (X, C”““) is reflexive, 
(iii) (X, EweaL) is reflexive. 
Proof It is clear from (3.3) and (3.6) that (i) implies (iii) and that (ii) 
and (iii) each imply (i). An appeal to (3.1)(b) completes the proof. 
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In particular, (X, C”“‘) is reflexive when X is a Hilbert space. However, 
we then know (X, Cunc)* completely: (4.6) states that (X, Cunc)* = 
(X*, Cab”). The following two results show, respectively, that this last 
equation can hold when X is not reflexive, and that it does not hold 
invariably. 
(3.8) Let r be any set. Then (c,(T), Cunc)* z (l,(r), Cab”). 
Proof: Let ej, j in r, be the usual unit vectors in c,(T). Then Cj ej is 
weakly subsummable and, for any series Cixi in /r(r), CiTj Ixi.ejl = 
xi 11 xi(l. In view of (3.2) and (3.3) this gives the result. 
(3.9) Let f be any infnire set. Then (l,(r), Cunc)* 2 (f,(r), I’), where 
C’ lies strictly between xabs and C”““. 
Proof. (3.5) gives Cabs<C’ $ C”““. That the first inequality here is 
strict. is a consequence of the following fact, in which ei, i in r, are the 
usual unit vectors in l,(r): 
(6) If ciuf < co then Ciaiei is C’-summable. 
To see this, let C, a; = a* < co and let xix, be unconditionally summable 
in II(r). Then 
Gi (F (i l~j~i)l)2)1’2 (Cauchy) 
6 aK sup c c Ejxj(i) 
I I 
(Orlicz) 
&,=il I j  
= aK sup 
II II 
c ejxj < co. 
El=*1 j  
We now look at (X, Cabs)* and (X, Cabs)**. First, we note the following 
easy consequence of the uniform boundedness principle. 
(3.10) Let X be a Banach space. Then (X*, Cwcak’) is complete, a series in 
X* being weak* summable ijjf it is weakly subsummable. 
(That weak and weak* subsummability coincide was observed by 
Gelfand [S, Sect. 4, Satz 31.) 
Together with (2.3) (2.8), (3.2) and (3.1)(b), (3.10) gives: 
(3.11) Let X be a Banach space. 
(a) (X, Cabs)* = (X*, Cweak*). 
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(b) The following are equivalent: 
(i) (X, Cabs)* = (X*, Cweak), 
(ii) (X, Cab”)* = (X*, C”““), 
(iii) c0 (or I,) @ X*. 
If X is an arbitrary Banach space then the space underlying (X, Cabs)** 
may be a proper subspace of X **. Godefroy and Talagrand [6] define the 
cadre C(X) of X to consist of those g’s in X** which preserve all weak* 
sums in X*. C(X) is easily seen to be a closed subspace of X** containing 
X, and X is said to have property (A’) if C(X) = X [6, p. 63. 
(Note that in [6], C(X) was originally taken to consist of the g’s in X** 
preserving all countable weak* sums in X*; let us denote this set by C,(X) 
and the corresponding property (A’) by (X,). In an erratum to [6], C,(X) 
was replaced by the present C(X). That C(X) and C,(X), and also the 
properties (X) and (X,), might differ has been shown by Edgar. It is easily 
verified (see the proof of (3.14) below) that C(I,(T)) = Ii(r) for any set K 
However, in the proof of Proposition 12 in [4], Edgar establishes that 
C,(I,(T))= the space ca(T, S(T)) of all countably additive signed 
measures on the power set of r and, as Edgar remarks, ca(& B(Q) = Zr(r) 
iff the cardinality of r is not real-valued measurable.) 
For any Banach space X, we know from (3.5) that (X*, Cunc)* = 
(X**, Ca) for some 1” lying between Cabs and C”“‘. Let us say that X has 
property ( Y) if Ca 1 x = Cabs. 
(3.12) Let X be a Banach space. 
(4 (K Cabs)** = (C(X), Ca lc(x)). 
(b) (A’, Cab”) is reflexive iff X has both properties (X) and (Y). 
Proof: Evidently (X, Cabs)** = (X*, Cweak*)* = (C(X), CB) where 
cB = C” I C(X) by (2.3), (3.3), and (3.10). Thus the natural morphism 
(X, Cabs) + (X, Cabs)** is surjective iff X has property (X) and is an 
embedding iff A’ has property ( Y). 
(3.13) Let X be a Banach space such that (X, Cab”) = (Y, C)* for some 
C-space (Y, Z). Then X has property (Y). 
Proof: This is clear from the fact that, since (X, Cab”) is a dual Z-space, 
it is a retract of its own bidual. 
(3.14) Let r be any set. Then (l,(r), Cabs) is reflexive. 
Proof. We first verify property (X). Let ei, i in r, be the usual unit vec- 
tors in l,(r) z Ii(r)* and note that C,. ei is weak* summable. Let p be in 
C(I,(T)). Then Cip(ei) is summable and x= (p(ei)) is in l,(r). To see that 
,u=x, let y be any element of Z,(r). Then y=Ciy(i) ej in (l,(r), Cweak*) 
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and therefore p( y ) = xi y(i) I = xi y( i) x(i) as required. The fact that 
(l,(f), Cab”) has property (Y) follows from (3.8) and (3.13). 
(3.15) Let r be any infinite set. Then (co(r), Cab”) is not reflexive. 
Proof: By (3.11)(b) we have (c,(T), Cabs)** z (ll(r), Cunc)* z 
(l,(r), C’) where C’ is as in (3.9), so that c,(T) does not have property (X) 
(and (0) in the proof of (3.9) shows that it does not have property (Y) 
either). 
4. HILBERT SPACES 
Let X be a Hilbert space. In order to prove the main result in this 
section, namely that (X, Cunc)* = (X, Cab”) (here and below we identify X* 
with X under the canonical isomorphism), we need an auxiliary notion of 
summability which depends on the choice of an orthonormal basis of X. 
Let E = (ej) be an orthonormal basis of X. Then a series Ci xi in X will 
be said to be E-summable to x in X if the series Ci,j (xi-ej) ej is uncon- 
ditionally summable to x. It is easily verified that this gives a Z-space 
(A’, CE). The following proposition states some conditions which are 
equivalent to the E-summability of xi xi once we put a, = xi. ei. 
(4.1) Let (ej) be an orthonormal basis of a Hilbert space X and let aii be in 
R for all i and j. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) xv atiej is unconditionally summable, 
(ii) xi ) aii ( ej is unconditionally summable for each i and xi xi ( ati ) ej 
is unconditionally summable, 
(iii) xi 1 aiil -C co for each j and cj (xi 1 aiil) ej is unconditionally 
summable, 
(iv) Cj (Ci I aii I )* < a. 
Proof: We may suppose without loss of generality that au3 0 for all i 
and j. The implications (i) * (ii), (i) * iii o iv are immediate. To verify ( ) ( ) 
that (ii) implies (i), let y be in X and write y = y+ -y-, where 
y + = cj( y . ej) ej taken over those j’s for which y . ej 2 0. Then 
Ci,j ) a,ej .Y ( < cc iff both Cu a,ej .y+ and Ci,j aCej .y- are < co, and this 
follows from (ii) since all terms involved are 20. Hence Cu a,ej is weakly 
subsummable = unconditionally summable (cO S& X). The same argument 
shows that (iii) implies (i). 
(4.2) Let E be an orthonormal basis of a Hilbert space X. Then 
c abs zg =p < C”““. 
Proof: Let E = (ej), let xi xi be a series in A’, and put ati = xi. ej. If Ci xi 
is absolutely summable then 
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and so xi xi is E-summable by (4.1). It is clear that if Ci xi is E-summable 
then it is unconditionally summable. 
(4.3) Let X be a Hilbert space. If a series in X is E-summable for every 
orthonormal basis E of X then it is absolutely summable. 
Proof. The proof depends on a lemma ((4.4) below) for which we need 
certain averages taken over the unit sphere S, in R” and over the set E, of 
all orthonormal bases (e,, ,.., e,) of R”. These averages are understood to 
be with respect to Bore1 measure invariant under the action of the 
orthogonal group. A routine calculation gives: 
(Al) Let x and y be vectors in IV. Then the average value of 
((x . e)( y. e)l over e in S, equals (2/mc)II x I( II y ll((n/2 - 0) cos 0 + sin 6), 
where 8 is the angle between x and y (0 < 8 =$ x). 
It follows that: 
(A2) The above average value is > (2/mc)I( x II II y (I. 
This in turn gives: 
(A3) Let xi, . . . . x, be vectors in R”. Then the average value of 
cinEl (Crzl Ixi.ejl)* over (e,, . . . . e,) in E, is >(2/x)(C,“,, Ilxill)*. 
Hence: 
(4.4) Let x1, . . . . x, be vectors in IF!“. Then there exists an orthonormal 
basis (e,, . . . . e,) of Rnfor which CT=, (C,“=, Ixi*ejI)2>(2/~)(Cim_l Ilxill)‘. 
We can now prove (4.3). Let CiE1 xi be a series in X which is not 
absolutely summable; without loss of generality we may suppose that it is 
unconditionally summable. Let I, be a finite subset of Z such that 
Cisll IIxill 2J;;7r and let X, be a finite-dimensional subspace of X 
containing xi, i in I,. Let El = (ej:je.Z,) be an orthonormal basis of X, for 
which 
jz,(iz, lxi’ejl)22~(~, llxill)221e 
Let p1 and q, be the orthogonal projections of X onto X, and X: , respec- 
tively. Then xi. ,p,(xi) is unconditionally and hence absolutely summable, 
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X, being finite-dimensional, and so Ci,, ql(xi) is unconditionally but not 
absolutely summable. We now proceed with the series xi,, q,(xJ in X: as 
we just did with xi E, xi in X, thereby obtaining a finite subset I, of Z, a 
finite-dimensional subspace X2 of X:, and an orthonormal basis 
E, = (ej: j E J2) of X2 for which 
,F,,( 1 Iq,(xO~ejl)z~l, 
I E 12 
thafisyjz2( c lXi,l)2al. 
i 6 12 
Continuing in this way, we obtain an orthonormal set E, u E2 u I.. in X 
which we then extend to an orthonormal basis E = (ej:jE J) of X. Clearly 
C,EJ(CiS, ~x,~e,~)*=oo and so CiE,xi fails to be E-summable. This 
completes the proof of (4.3). 
(4.5) Let E be an orthonormal basis of a Hilbert space X. Then 
(X9 c”)* = (X C”). 
Proof Clearly (X, C”) = (X, C’) for some C’ (cf. (3.2)). Let E= (e,), let 
Ci xi and xi yj be series in X, and put aik = xi. ek , bjk = y, . eke Suppose first 
that xi xi and cj yj are E-summable. Then xk (xi 1 aik 1)’ and ck(cj 1 bjk I)’ 
are <a and hena Ci,jIxi.YjI=Ci,jICkaikbjkI~Ck(CiIaikI)(CjIbjkI) 
< co. This shows that C”< C’. Now suppose that Ci xi is I’-summable. 
Then for any (bk) such that & 6: < 00, & bkek iS E-summable and hence 
Ck (Ci IaikI)lbkl =C,,k Ixr-bkekl <a. It follows that Ck (xi Iaikl)2< 00, 
that is, Cixi is E-summable. 
(4.6) Let X be a Hilbert space. Then (A’, Cunc)* = (X, Cabs). 
Proof Let xi xi be summable in (X, Cunc)*. Then it is certainly sum- 
mable in every (X, CE)*, E an orthonormal basis of X But by (4.5) this 
means that it is summable in every (X, C”) and so is absolutely summable 
by (4.3). 
(4.7) Let X be a Hilbert space. Then (X, Cabs) is reflexive. 
Proof, X has property (X) since it is reflexive, and (4.6) together with 
(3.13) shows that it has property (Y). 
5. SOME QUESTIONS 
Let X be a Banach space and put (X, Cuoc)* = (X*, C’), (X, Cunc)** = 
(x**, C”). 
(1) Does C’=Cabs for all reflexive X? Equivalently, is (X, Cab”) 
reflexive for all reflexive X? (Equivalently again, does every reflexive X 
have property (Y)?) 
(2) Which X have property (Y)? 
(3) If Cifi is summable in (X*, C’), does it follow that 
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xi 11 fi 11 2< CO? By (3.5), it does follow that xi I( fi )( p < CO for all p > 2, the 2 
here being best possible by (0) in the proof of (3.9). 
(4) What exactly are C’ and C” for X=],(r)? 
(5) Is it always the case that C” = Cweak*, or at least that C” 2 C”““? 
(6) Let X be a Hilbert space. Does there exist a Z-space structure C 
on X such that (i) Cab”<C <z”““, (ii) (X, C)* = (X, C), and (iii) C is 
invariant under all automorphisms of X? This question is suggested by 
(4.5). In work on a possible candidate for such a C, the following result 
concerning orthogonal series was obtained (a series is orthogonal if its 
terms are pairwise orthogonal): 
If xi xi and Cjri are orthogonal series in a Hilbert space such that 
Ci II xi II 4’3 and Cj II Yjl14’3 are <cc then Cij )xi.yjj COO. (Using the 
Hadamard matrix technique of (3.5), it is not difficult to see that the index 
$ here is best possible.) If one drops the orthogonality requirement then it 
seems reasonable to take into account not only the lengths of the vectors 
involved, but also the angles between them. We are thus led to ask: 
(7) If Cixi and Cjyj are series in a Hilbert space such that 
xi, i’ 1 Xi ’ Xi’ 1 2’3 and & 1 yj .yJ 1 2/3 are < co, does it follow that 
Ci,j l”i’YjI < O”? 
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